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Unbecoming Cinema constitutes a welcome addition to texts that provide a film-philosophical perspective on films that
otherwise take on and involve difficult subject matter, including in this case suicide, autistic worldviews, hallucinatory
aesthetics and vomit-gore. The book in effect argues successfully and intelligently that even though hard to watch, many
of these films can provide for viewers an opportunity to come to a renewed understanding of self and world. As a result,
the author takes on difficult topics, but brings them to life in an exciting, philosophical fashion that also asks readers to
rethink what it is that constitutes cinema.
What might Godzilla and Kurosawa have in common? What, if anything, links Ozu’s sparse portraits of domestic life and
the colorful worlds of anime? In What Is Japanese Cinema? Yomota Inuhiko provides a concise and lively history of
Japanese film that shows how cinema tells the story of Japan’s modern age. Discussing popular works alongside
auteurist masterpieces, Yomota considers films in light of both Japanese cultural particularities and cinema as a
worldwide art form. He covers the history of Japanese film from the silent era to the rise of J-Horror in its historical,
technological, and global contexts. Yomota shows how Japanese film has been shaped by traditonal art forms such as
kabuki theater as well as foreign influences spanning Hollywood and Italian neorealism. Along the way, he considers the
first golden age of Japanese film; colonial filmmaking in Korea, Manchuria, and Taiwan; the impact of World War II and
the U.S. occupation; the Japanese film industry’s rise to international prominence during the 1950s and 1960s; and the
challenges and technological shifts of recent decades. Alongside a larger thematic discussion of what defines and
characterizes Japanese film, Yomota provides insightful readings of canonical directors including Kurosawa, Ozu,
Suzuki, and Miyazaki as well as genre movies, documentaries, indie film, and pornography. An incisive and opinionated
history, What Is Japanese Cinema? is essential reading for admirers and students of Japan’s contributions to the world
of film.
This new edition of Bill Nichols’s bestselling text provides an up-to-date introduction to the most important issues in
documentary history and criticism. Designed for students in any field that makes use of visual evidence and persuasive
strategies, Introduction to Documentary identifies the distinguishing qualities of documentary and teaches the viewer how
to read documentary film. Each chapter takes up a discrete question, from "How did documentary filmmaking get
started?" to "Why are ethical issues central to documentary filmmaking?" Carefully revised to take account of new work
and trends, this volume includes information on more than 100 documentaries released since the first edition, an
expanded treatment of the six documentary modes, new still images, and a greatly expanded list of distributors.
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Three media experts guide the Christian moviegoer into a theological conversation with movies in this up-to-date,
readable introduction to Christian theology and film. Building on the success of Robert Johnston's Reel Spirituality, the
leading textbook in the field for the past 17 years, Deep Focus helps film lovers not only watch movies critically and
theologically but also see beneath the surface of their moving images. The book discusses a wide variety of classic and
contemporary films and is illustrated with film stills from favorite movies.
Engaging Film is a creative, interdisciplinary volume that explores the engagements among film, space, and identity and
features a section on the use of films in the classroom as a critical pedagogical tool. Focusing on anti-essentialist themes
in films and film production, this book examines how social and spatial identities are produced (or dissolved) in films and
how mobility is used to create different experiences of time and space. From popular movies such as "Pulp Fiction,"
"Bulworth," "Terminator 2," and "The Crying Game" to home movies and avant-garde films, the analyses and teaching
methods in this collection will engage students and researchers in film and media studies, cultural geography, social
theory, and cultural studies.
"MacDonald's selections tread a pitch-perfect path between being comprehensive and making an engrossing and
illuminating narrative. He has perfected his voice, and controls the entire history of U.S. avant-garde film with an easy
and graceful confidence."—David E. James, author of The Most Typical Avant-Garde: History and Geography of Minor
Cinemas in Los Angeles
Vicky Lebeau investigates how films use children to probe such themes as sexuality, death, imagination, the terrors of
childhood, and hope.
"Peter Decherney tells the story of Hollywood, from its nineteenth-century origins to the emergence of internet media
empires. Using well-known movies, stars, and directors, the book shows that the elements we take to be a natural part of
the Hollywood experience--stars, genre-driven storytelling, blockbuster franchises, etc.--are the product of cultural,
political, and commercial forces"-Engaging with fiction films devoted to heroic tales from the decade and a half between 1949 and 1966, this book reconceives state
propaganda as aesthetic experiments that not only radically transformed acting, cinematography and screenwriting in socialist
China, but also articulated a new socialist film theory and criticism. Rooted in the interwar avant-garde and commercial cinema,
Chinese revolutionary cinema, as a state cinema for the newly established People's Republic, adapted Chinese literature for the
screen, incorporated Hollywood narration, appropriated Soviet montage theory and orchestrated a new, glamorous, socialist star
culture. In the wake of decolonisation, Chinese film journals were quick to project and disseminate the country's redefined selfimage to Asia, Africa and Latin America as they helped to create an alternative vision of modernity and internationalism. Revealing
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the historical contingency of the term 'propaganda', Chan uncovers the visual, aural, kinaesthetic, sexual and ideological dynamics
that gave rise to a new aesthetic of revolutionary heroism in world cinema. Based on extensive archival research, this book's focus
on the distinctive rhetoric of post-war socialist China will be of value to East Asian Cinema scholars, Chinese Studies academics
and those interested in the history of twentieth-century socialist culture.
A beautiful book and a brisk read, American Film is the most enjoyable and interesting overview of the history of American
filmmaking available. Focused on aspects of the film business that are of perennial interest to undergraduates, this book will
engage students from beginning to end.
Guides the serious Christian moviegoer into theological conversation with the movies. This second edition cites an additional 200
movies and includes new film photos.
Succinct, lively, and affordable, ESSENTIAL CINEMA: AN INTRODUCTION TO FILM ANALYSIS vividly illustrates principles in
action as it helps you develop effective skills in close analysis. The book is packed with frame captures you can readily relate to,
and it also features interviews with film practitioners throughout, giving you insight into real-world practice. In addition, unique
screening questions at the end of each chapter help you apply chapter concepts to any film you watch, while the running glossary
and end-of-text illustrated glossary offer easy access to full explanations of concepts. This edition includes an updated card
reflecting the new guidelines from the 2016 MLA HANDBOOK, Eighth Edition.
Stand by for hours of blissful immersion in the world of film - the world's "seventh art". The Movie Book is your detailed guide to
100 seismic films, from Intolerance (1916) to the groundbreaking Boyhood (2014). Part of the Big Ideas series, The Movie Book is
your perfect companion and reference with infographics to explain swift-moving plots and complicated relationships. It shows The
Godfather's complicated web of family and associates, for example, and gives minute-by-minute plot lines to iconic movies such as
Taxi Driver or Blade Runner. One film can influence another and this indispensable and crystal clear guide explains what inspired
Quentin Tarantino to use a glowing briefcase in Pulp Fiction, for example, or how Jaws triggered decades of summer action
blockbusters. Liberally sprinkled with gorgeous stills, pithy quotes, and trivia detail, The Movie Book brings you new insights into
your favorites and introduces you to little-known masterpieces from around the world. Series Overview: Big Ideas Simply
Explained series uses creative design and innovative graphics along with straightforward and engaging writing to make complex
subjects easier to understand. With over 7 million copies worldwide sold to date, these award-winning books provide just the
information needed for students, families, or anyone interested in concise, thought-provoking refreshers on a single subject.
In our culture, watching movies is a universal experience but understanding film may not be. The Film Experience reaches out to
students, connecting their experiences watching movies with better understanding and knowledge of the medium's full scope.
Timothy Corrigan and Patricia Whites classroom favorite is both authoritative and joyful about watching, analyzing, and
understanding film. With clips from classic and contemporary films (Rear Window, Life of Pi, Moonrise Kingdom, Chinatown, and
many others) plus hundreds of movie images and other graphics, the thoroughly revised new edition covers everything from
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editing to cinematography to narrative genres, all in a cultural context that reinforces why films and film study matter. The book's
featuresForm in Action, Film in Focus, and Concepts at Work combine text, stills, and links to videos online to explore specific
films, scenes, and trends in depth.
Though unjustly neglected by English-language audiences, Spanish film and television not only represent a remarkably influential
and vibrant cultural industry; they are also a fertile site of innovation in the production of “transmedia” works that bridge narrative
forms. In Spanish Lessons, Paul Julian Smith provides an engaging exploration of visual culture in an era of collapsing genre
boundaries, accelerating technological change, and political-economic tumult. Whether generating new insights into the work of
key figures like Pedro Almodóvar, comparing media depictions of Spain’s economic woes, or giving long-overdue critical attention
to quality television series, Smith’s book is a consistently lively and accessible cultural investigation.
This is a comprehensive textbook for students of cinema. It provides a guide to the main concepts used to analyse the film industry
and film texts, and also introduces some of the world's key national cinemas.
In what ways do films influence and interact with society? What social forces determine the kinds of movies that get made? How do movies
reinforce—and sometimes overturn—social norms? As societies evolve, do the films that were once considered ‘great’ slip into obscurity?
Which ones? Why? These questions, and many others like them, represent the mainstream of scholarly film studies today. In Engaging
Cinema, Bill Nichols offers the first book for introductory film students that tackles these topics head-on. Published in a handy 'trade
paperback' format, Engaging Cinema is inexpensive and utterly unique in the field—a perfect complement to or replacement for standard film
texts.
German Culture through Film: An Introduction to German Cinema is an English-language text that serves equally well in courses on modern
German film, in courses on general film studies, in courses that incorporate film as a way to study culture, and as an engaging resource for
scholars, students, and devotees of cinema and film history. In its second edition, German Culture through Film expands on the first edition,
providing additional chapters with context for understanding the era in which the featured films were produced. Thirty-three notable German
films are arranged in seven chronological chapters, spanning key moments in German film history, from the silent era to the present. Each
chapter begins with an introduction that focuses on the history and culture surrounding films of the relevant period. Sections within chapters
are each devoted to one particular film, providing film credits, a summary of the story, background information, an evaluation, questions and
activities to encourage diverse interpretations, a list of related films, and bibliographical information on the films discussed.
This uniquely engaging and lively textbook provides a comprehensive introduction to international film, from the golden age of European
cinema to the contemporary blockbusters of India and Asia, and the post World War II emergence of global film culture. Offers an overview of
film culture in European countries such as France, Sweden and Spain, as well as Africa, Hong Kong, China, and India, in a clear and
conversational style to engage the student reader Provides a detailed exploration of the impact of globalization on international cinema
Addresses the differences in visual and narrative strategies between Hollywood-influenced movies and international cinema Highlights key
words within the text and provides a comprehensive glossary of critical vocabulary for film studies Includes over 80 film stills throughout the
text, and a comprehensive companion website with a 'troubleshooting guide' for instructors that includes suggested syllabi at
www.wiley.com/go/worldonfilm Each chapter includes in-depth case studies of individual films and directors, cultural and historical context,
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selected filmographies, and ideas for projects, essays, and further research
This groundbreaking edited collection is the first major study to explore the intersection between cognitive theory and documentary film
studies, focusing on a variety of formats, such as first-person, wildlife, animated and slow TV documentary, as well as docudrama and web
videos. Documentaries play an increasingly significant role in informing our cognitive and emotional understanding of today’s mass-mediated
society, and this collection seeks to illuminate their production, exhibition, and reception. Taking an interdisciplinary approach, the essays
draw on the latest research in film studies, the neurosciences, cultural studies, cognitive psychology, social psychology, and the philosophy of
mind. With a foreword by documentary studies pioneer Bill Nichols and contributions from both theorists and practitioners, this volume firmly
demonstrates that cognitive theory represents a valuable tool not only for film scholars but also for filmmakers and practice-led researchers.
Deleuze's two Cinema books explore film through the creation of a series of philosophical concepts. Not only bewildering in number,
Deleuze's writing procedures mean his exegesis is both complex and elusive. Three questions emerge: What are the underlying principles of
the taxonomy? How many concepts are there, and what do they describe? How might each be used in engaging with a film?David Deamer's
book is the first to fully respond to these three questions, unearthing the philosophies inspiring Deleuze's classifications, exploring every
concept and reading a film for each. Clearly and concisely mapping the Cinema books for newcomers to Deleuzian film studies, Deamer also
opens up new areas of enquiry for expert readers.
Fifty theoretical essays by distinctively original and influential film critics and filmmakers are grouped in categories having to do with general
considerations, structuralism-semiology, political factors, genre, feminism, auteur theory, and mise-en-scene
The first of its kind, this book traces the evolution of motion picture technology in its entirety. Beginning with Huygens' magic lantern and
ending in the current electronic era, it explains cinema's scientific foundations and the development of parallel enabling technologies
alongside the lives of the innovators. Product development issues, business and marketplace factors, the interaction of aesthetic and
technological demands, and the patent system all play key roles in the tale. The topics are covered sequentially, with detailed discussion of
the transition from the magic lantern to Edison's invention of the 35mm camera, the development of the celluloid cinema, and the transition
from celluloid to digital. Unique and essential reading from a lifetime innovator in the field of cinema technology, this engaging and wellillustrated book will appeal to anyone interested in the history and science of cinema, from movie buffs to academics and members of the
motion picture industry.
What is the relationship between cinema and spectator? This is the key question for film theory, and one that Thomas Elsaesser and Malte
Hagener put at the center of their insightful and engaging book, now revised from its popular first edition. Every kind of cinema (and every film
theory) first imagines an ideal spectator, and then maps certain dynamic interactions between the screen and the spectator’s mind, body and
senses. Using seven distinctive configurations of spectator and screen that move progressively from ‘exterior’ to ‘interior’ relationships, the
authors retrace the most important stages of film theory from its beginnings to the present—from neo-realist and modernist theories to
psychoanalytic, ‘apparatus,’ phenomenological and cognitivist theories, and including recent cross-overs with philosophy and neurology.
This new and updated edition of Film Theory: An Introduction through the Senses has been extensively revised and rewritten throughout,
incorporating discussion of contemporary films like Her and Gravity, and including a greatly expanded final chapter, which brings film theory
fully into the digital age.
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This anthology meets the needs of students, with a glossary, study questions, film examples, etc., and features many film
summaries that get at the heart of the moral matter in the film.
In An Accented Cinema, Hamid Naficy offers an engaging overview of an important trend--the filmmaking of postcolonial,
Third World, and other displaced individuals living in the West. How their personal experiences of exile or diaspora
translate into cinema is a key focus of Naficy's work. Although the experience of expatriation varies greatly from one
person to the next, the films themselves exhibit stylistic similarities, from their open- and closed-form aesthetics to their
nostalgic and memory-driven multilingual narratives, and from their emphasis on political agency to their concern with
identity and transgression of identity. The author explores such features while considering the specific histories of
individuals and groups that engender divergent experiences, institutions, and modes of cultural production and
consumption. Treating creativity as a social practice, he demonstrates that the films are in dialogue not only with the
home and host societies but also with audiences, many of whom are also situated astride cultures and whose desires
and fears the filmmakers wish to express. Comparing these films to Hollywood films, Naficy calls them "accented." Their
accent results from the displacement of the filmmakers, their alternative production modes, and their style. Accented
cinema is an emerging genre, one that requires new sets of viewing skills on the part of audiences. Its significance
continues to grow in terms of output, stylistic variety, cultural diversity, and social impact. This book offers the first
comprehensive and global coverage of this genre while presenting a framework in which to understand its intricacies.
Ed Sikov builds a step-by-step curriculum for the appreciation of all types of narrative cinema, detailing the essential
elements of film form and systematically training the spectator to be an active reader and critic. Sikov primes the eye and
mind in the special techniques of film analysis. His description of mise-en-scene helps readers grasp the significance of
montage, which in turn reveals the importance of a director's use of camera movement. He treats a number of
fundamental factors in filmmaking, including editing, composition, lighting, the use of color and sound, and narrative. Film
Studies works with any screening list and can be used within courses on film history, film theory, or popular culture.
Straightforward explanations of core critical concepts, practical advice, and suggested assignments on particular
technical, visual, and aesthetic aspects further anchor the reader's understanding of the formal language and anatomy of
film.
Film Studies: The Basics is a compelling guide to the study of cinema in all its forms. This second edition has been
thoroughly revised and updated to take account of recent scholarship, the latest developments in the industry and the
explosive impact of new technologies. Core topics covered include: The history, technology and art of cinema Theories of
stardom, genre and film-making The movie industry from Hollywood to Bollywood Who does what on a film set Complete
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with film stills, end-of-chapter summaries and a substantial glossary, Film Studies: The Basics is the ideal introduction to
those new to the study of cinema.
African Film Studies: An Introduction is an accessible and authoritative textbook on African cinema as a field of study.
The book provides a succinct and comprehensive study of the history, aesthetics, and theory of sub-Saharan African
cinematic productions that is grounded in the field of film studies instead of textual interpretations from other disciplines.
Bringing African cinema out of the margins into the discipline of mainstream film studies and showcasing the diverse
cinematic expressions of the continent, the book covers: Overview of African cinema(s): Questions our assumptions
about the continent’s cinematic productions and defines the characteristics of African cinema across linguistic,
geographic, and filmic divides. History of African and African-American cinema: Spans the history of film in Africa from
colonial import and ‘appropriation of the gaze’ to the quest for individuality. It also establishes parallels in the historical
development of black African cinema and African-American cinema. Aesthetics: Introduces new research on previously
unexplored aesthetic dimensions such as cinematography, animation, and film music. Theoretical Approaches:
Addresses a number of theoretical approaches and critical frameworks developed by scholars in the study of African
cinema All chapters include case studies, suggestions for further reading, and screening lists to deepen the reader’s
knowledge with no prior knowledge of African cinema required. Students, teachers, and general film enthusiasts would all
benefit from this accessible and engaging book.
In this second edition essential guide some 150 key genres, movements, theories and production terms are explained
and analysed with depth and clarity.
Film Studies: A Global Introduction reroutes film studies from its Euro-American focus and canon in order to introduce
students to a medium that has always been global but has become differently and insistently so in the digital age. Glyn
Davis, Kay Dickinson, Lisa Patti and Amy Villarejo’s approach encourages readers to think about film holistically by
looking beyond the textual analysis of key films. In contrast, it engages with other vital areas, such as financing, labour,
marketing, distribution, exhibition, preservation, and politics, reflecting contemporary aspects of cinema production and
consumption worldwide. Key features of the book include: clear definitions of the key terms at the foundation of film
studies coverage of the work of key thinkers, explained in their social and historical context a broad range of relevant
case studies that reflect the book’s approach to global cinema, from Italian "white telephone" films to Mexican wrestling
films innovative and flexible exercises to help readers enhance their understanding of the histories, theories, and
examples introduced in each chapter an extensive Interlude introducing readers to formal analysis through the careful
explication and application of key terms a detailed discussion of strategies for writing about cinema Films Studies: A
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Global Introduction will appeal to students studying film today and aspiring to work in the industry, as well as those eager
to understand the world of images and screens in which we all live.
Film Analysis: A Norton Reader offers concise analyses—each written exclusively for this text by a leading scholar—of fortyfour diverse, historically significant films.
World Cinema: A Critical Introduction is a comprehensive yet accessible guide to film industries across the globe. From the 1980s onwards,
new technologies and increased globalization have radically altered the landscape in which films are distributed and exhibited. Films are
made from the large-scale industries of India, Hollywood, and Asia, to the small productions in Bhutan and Morocco. They are seen in
multiplexes, palatial art cinemas in Cannes, traveling theatres in rural India, and on millions of hand-held mobile screens. Authors Deshpande
and Mazaj have developed a method of charting this new world cinema that makes room for divergent perspectives, traditions, and positions,
while also revealing their interconnectedness and relationships of meaning. In doing so, they bring together a broad range of issues and
examples—theoretical concepts, viewing and production practices, film festivals, large industries such as Nollywood and Bollywood, and
smaller and emerging film cultures—into a systemic yet flexible map of world cinema. The multi-layered approach of this book aims to do
justice to the depth, dynamism, and complexity of the phenomenon of world cinema. For students looking to films outside of their immediate
context, this book offers a blueprint that will enable them to transform a casual encounter with a film into a systematic inquiry into world
cinema.
This comprehensive revision guide contains everything students need to know to succeed on their A Level Film Studies course. Essential
Revision for A Level Film Studies features engaging and accessible chapters to help learners develop a deeper understanding of the key
elements of film form, including cinematography, mise en scène, performance, lighting, editing and sound. The book offers detailed
explanations of the specialist study areas required for the A Level course, including auteur theory, spectatorship, genre, key critical debates,
narrative and ideology, as well as overviews of key film movements like French New Wave cinema, German Expressionism and Soviet
Montage. Also included are practical exercises designed to help students apply essential concepts to film set texts, sample exam responses
for both Eduqas and OCR exam boards, and challenge activities designed to help students secure premium grades. With its practical
approach and comprehensive scope, Essential Revision for A Level Film Studies is the ideal resource for students and teachers. The book
also features a companion website at EssentialFilmRevision.com, which includes a wide range of supporting resources including revision
flashcards and worksheets, a bank of film set text applications for exam questions for all film specifications, and classroom-ready worksheets
that teachers can use alongside the book to help students master A Level Film exam content.
Film music is as old as cinema itself. Years before synchronized sound became the norm, projected moving images were shown to musical
accompaniment, whether performed by a lone piano player or a hundred-piece orchestra. Today film music has become its own industry,
indispensable to the marketability of movies around the world. Film Music: A Very Short Introduction is a compact, lucid, and thoroughly
engaging overview written by one of the leading authorities on the subject. After opening with a fascinating analysis of the music from a key
sequence in Quentin Tarantino's Reservoir Dogs, Kathryn Kalinak introduces readers not only to important composers and musical styles but
also to modern theoretical concepts about how and why film music works. Throughout the book she embraces a global perspective,
examining film music in Asia and the Middle East as well as in Europe and the United States. Key collaborations between directors and
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composers--Alfred Hitchcock and Bernard Herrmann, Akira Kurosawa and Fumio Hayasaka, Federico Fellini and Nino Rota, to name only a
few--come under scrutiny, as do the oft-neglected practices of the silent film era. She also explores differences between original film scores
and compilation soundtracks that cull music from pre-existing sources. As Kalinak points out, film music can do many things, from
establishing mood and setting to clarifying plot points and creating emotions that are only dimly realized in the images. This book illuminates
the many ways it accomplishes those tasks and will have its readers thinking a bit more deeply and critically the next time they sit in a
darkened movie theater and music suddenly swells as the action unfolds onscreen. About the Series: Combining authority with wit,
accessibility, and style, Very Short Introductions offer an introduction to some of life's most interesting topics. Written by experts for the
newcomer, they demonstrate the finest contemporary thinking about the central problems and issues in hundreds of key topics, from
philosophy to Freud, quantum theory to Islam.
What is the relationship between cinema and spectator? That is the central question for film theory, and renowned film scholars Thomas
Elsaesser and Malte Hagener use this question to guide students through all of the major film theories – from the classical period to today – in
this insightful, engaging book. Every kind of cinema (and film theory) imagines an ideal spectator, and then imagines a certain relationship
between the mind and body of that spectator and the screen. Using seven distinctive configurations of spectator and screen that move
progressively from ‘exterior’ to ‘interior’ relationships, the authors retrace the most important stages of film theory from 1945 to the present,
from neo-realist and modernist theories to psychoanalytic, ‘apparatus’, phenomenological and cognitivist theories.
"Through detailed examinations of passages from classic films, Marilyn Fabe supplies the analytic tools and background in film history and
theory to enable us to see more in every film we watch"--Page [4] of cover.
Engaging CinemaAn Introduction to Film StudiesW. W. Norton & Company
Bringing together twenty-five years of work on what he has called the "historical poetics of cinema," David Bordwell presents an extended
analysis of a key question for film studies: how are films made, in particular historical contexts, in order to achieve certain effects? For
Bordwell, films are made things, existing within historical contexts, and aim to create determinate effects. Beginning with this central thesis,
Bordwell works out a full understanding of how films channel and recast cultural influences for their cinematic purposes. With more than five
hundred film stills, Poetics of Cinema is a must-have for any student of cinema.
Building on students' enthusiasm for movies, this text is more successful than any other at motivating students to understand and analyze
film. In the new Sixth Edition, author Dave Monahan has thoroughly revised the book for clarity and currency, while adding new interactive
learning tools to support student learning. The best book and media package for introductory film just got better.
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